Organic ion transport during seven decades. The amino acids.
The amino acids are ions of various charge combinations, and one can argue that historically they were the first ions for which the ongoing problem of membrane transport was presented; also that among transported ions these may undergo a highly detailed molecular recognition. Furthermore, the distribution of charge on the amino acid molecule determines by what route or routes it is conducted across the biological membrane, with what directional and structural specificity, and therefore what regulation is imposed, and where. Cases where a presumably charged chemical group behaves as if it were somehow absent from the amino acid have been observed to fall into several categories: Straightforward cases where the pH has been low enough or high enough to remove the charge by protonation or deprotonation, even in free solution. Cases where that protonation or deprotonation is facilitated at the binding site, and perhaps by the total transport process. The cystine molecule can apparently thus be rendered either a tripolar anion or a tripolar cation for transport. Cases where an otherwise co-transported Na+ is omitted to redress charge, or where a Na+ serves as a surrogate for a missing charged group on the amino acid molecule. A case where the protonation occurs reversibly at the receptor site rather than on the amino acid molecule.